
MELILLO AND BROADCOM: COMBINING EXCELLENCE  
AND EXPERTISE
Managing your licenses and renewals can be overwhelming and wrought with manual, 
error-prone processes. At Melillo, we’ve been helping organizations power their 
business through technology for 30+ years. Our team of IT pros offers advanced 
expertise in Artificial Intelligence for IT operations (AIOps) and DevOps, with specialized 
support in renewal management.
 
Together with Broadcom, Melillo offers a highly streamlined approach to licensing 
renewals with our advanced asset and contract management tool, Support-Trax. With 
the ability to automate notifications and streamline the renewal process, Support-Trax 
makes it easier than ever before to manage your contract renewals.

With Support-Trax from Melillo, you benefit from:
• A free user portal: House all your software and hardware renewals in one  
 easy-to-access platform that offers complete visibility into upcoming renewals,  
 license usage, and more 

• Advanced renewals notice: Get 30-, 60-, or 90-days advanced notice of your  
 renewals, avoid missed renewal dates, and eliminate costly Return to Service (RTS) fees

• Seamless license management: View, analyze, and make changes to your  
 licenses as needed to support a more cost-effective and simpler approach to  
 license management 

• Dedicated Melillo support: We are always one step ahead, offering proactive  
 alerts and live support to ensure you are managing your renewals efficiently and  
 getting the most out of your licenses 

Eliminate spreadsheet-based renewals processes, make more informed renewals 
decisions, and remove the costly risk of missing your renewal date with Support-Trax 
from Melillo. We’ll guide you every step of the way. Contact us today to learn more. 
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At A Glance 

Since 1988, Melillo has been helping organizations power their business through technology. 
We offer a full range of complete IT solutions that address customers’ on-premises, hybrid, 
and cloud needs, with advanced expertise in infrastructure, development, security, and 
data management. Serving a range of industries, including healthcare, finance, insurance, 
manufacturing, and other organizations, Melillo helps customers create and execute digital  
business acceleration strategies that lower costs, boost ROI, minimize risk, and ensure compliance.
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